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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Importance: Tramadol prescriptions have increased as fewer schedule II and III drugs are prescribed.
There has been a concomitant increase in overdoses and adverse events recorded in the National
Poison Data System. Seizure activity after tramadol overdose or therapeutic use is a well-documented
adverse event. The primary objective is to evaluate the characteristics associated with seizures following single agent tramadol ingestion. Secondarily we aim to compare the rate of seizures in individuals
treated, and not treated, with naloxone.
Methods: We searched the Toxicology Investigators Consortium data registry for all cases of single agent
tramadol ingestions from 01/01/2014 through 12/31/2017. Descriptive statistics were used to evaluate
characteristics associated with increased risk of seizures. Binary logistic regressions were used to evaluate
the associations between seizures and age, race, acuity, intent, toxidromes, symptoms, and treatments.
Results: There were 80 single ingestion tramadol cases entered into the registry. Seizures developed
in 42 (52.5%) patients. Asian patients (OR ¼ 7.2, 95% CI: 1.9–27.3, p ¼ .004) and patients abusing or
misusing tramadol (OR ¼ 3.2, 95% CI: 1.2–8.3, p ¼ .02) more likely to develop seizures. Patients exhibiting an opioid toxidrome were significantly less likely to develop seizures (OR ¼ 0.12, 95% CI:
0.03–0.60). Ingestion of tramadol as a means of self-harm and age were not associated with an
increased risk of seizures. There was no significant association between naloxone administration and
seizures (OR ¼ 0.30, 95% CI 0.07–1.25).
Conclusions: Based on data from the ToxIC registry, tramadol induced seizures are more likely in
Asian patients and those abusing or misusing the medication. There was no association found
between the development of seizures and the use of naloxone.
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Introduction
Opioid prescribing started to decrease in the early 2010s
[1,2], at least in part due to the reclassification of hydrocodone as a schedule II drug, the revised guidance for opioid
prescribing by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), and the increased awareness of the
ongoing opioid epidemic [3–5]. This shift in prescribing patterns is associated with an increase in prescribing of schedule III/IV analgesics, such as the schedule IV analgesic
tramadol [6–9]. Tramadol is a less potent l-agonist than morphine and is generally considered to be a “safer” opioid alternative [10]. Along with the increased number of tramadol
prescriptions, there has also been a two-fold increase in the
number of calls to poison centers related to tramadol ingestions such that calls have increased from 5965 in 2006 to
12,108 in 2016 [11,12].
Tramadol is a unique synthetic drug; its chemical structure
and pharmacologic activity are similar to those of the atypical antidepressant venlafaxine. The primary mechanism of
action of the parent compound is serotonin and
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norepinephrine reuptake inhibition as well as weak l-receptor agonism. The active metabolite o-desmethyltramadol is
primarily responsible for the l-receptor agonism [13]. The
metabolism of tramadol to o-desmethyltramadol is facilitated
by the hepatic enzyme CYP2D6, the activity of which varies
widely between individuals [14]. Overdoses of tramadol are
associated with seizures [15–18], serotonin syndrome [10],
and CNS depression [19]. Seizures have been noted to occur
in 14%–35% of tramadol poisoned patients [18,20–23] and
can occur even with therapeutic use [24]. This may be due
to tramadol’s inhibitory effect on GABA receptors at high
doses [25], a characteristic shared by morphine [26], which
has anticonvulsant activity at low doses and is proconvulsant
at high doses [27], as well as meperidine, propoxyphene, and
pentazocine [28]. The interplay between opioid activity and
seizure activity is complex, and likely related to the specific
effect of the j-, d-, and l-opioid receptors. j-receptors are
primarily found on glutamatergic neurons, yielding a net
inhibitory effect, while d- and l-receptors are often located
on neurons that exert inhibition on glutamatergic neurons;
thus, their activation results in a net disinhibition [29].
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Even though seizure activity from tramadol has been
associated with higher doses [10], the occurrence of seizures
from tramadol may not be dose-dependent. Talaie et al. [21]
reported, in a study of 120 tramadol poisoned patients, that
the highest number of seizures occurred at doses between
500 and 1000 mg, and that there was no association
between increasing doses and increased seizure activity.
While there is evidence that tramadol ingestion may
induce seizures, it is currently unclear what risk factors, if
any, distinguish between those who do and those who do
not develop seizures. The primary purpose of this study is to
evaluate the characteristics associated with seizures following
single agent tramadol ingestion.
Of particular interest to us is the effect of naloxone administration. It has been hypothesized that naloxone reduces the
rates of seizure in tramadol poisoned patients [20,30–33]. This
is, however, controversial, as two studies have suggested that
naloxone may actually increase the risk of developing seizures
[34,35]. The secondary objective of our study is to compare
the rate of seizures in tramadol poisoned individuals treated
with naloxone and those not treated with naloxone.

Methods
Study setting and design
This study was an analysis of data collected by the
Toxicology Investigators Consortium (ToxIC), a prospective
multicenter registry, with participating sites in the United
States, Canada, Israel, and Thailand, [36] that is sponsored by
the American College of Medical Toxicology [37]. Cases
entered into the registry have been evaluated at the bedside
by a Medical Toxicologist. This study was approved by the
ToxIC Research Board and was determined to be exempt
from review by our Institutional Review Board (IRB).

Inclusion/exclusion criteria
The electronic database was queried for all cases involving a
tramadol exposure from 01/01/2014 through 12/31/2017.
Only single-agent exposure cases were included in this study.
All reasons for ingestion, ages, and subject races were
included. Cases were excluded if there was a multi-agent
exposure, if the evaluation was for a withdrawal syndrome,
or if the signs and symptoms were not deemed to be “likely”
due to the toxicological exposure, as determined by the
Medical Toxicologist evaluating the patient at bedside.

Statistical analysis
Categorical variables were described using percentages and
95% confidence intervals (95% CI). Continuous variables were
described using medians and interquartile ranges. Categorical
demographic variables were compared across the Seizure and
No-Seizure groups using the v2 test or Fisher’s exact test when
the expected cell count was less than five. Continuous demographic variables were compared across the Seizure and NoSeizure groups using the Mann–Whitney U test. Binary logistic

Table 1. Demographics of patients who experienced and did not experience seizures.
Demographic
Race
Asian
Black
Native American
Other
White
Age, M (IQR)
Hispanic
Gender
Male
Female
Chronicity
Acute
Acute on chronic
Chronic
Reason for overdose
Self-harm
Abuse/misuse

Total
n/M

%

No seizure
Seizure
%/M 95% CI/IQR %/M 95% CI/IQR

22
9
5
4
40
26
9

27.5
11.3
6.3
5
50
(17–49)
11.3

9.7
13.9
8.7
5.9
61.4
41.5
10.8

(3.2–24.8)
(5.8–28.9)
(2.0–29.4)
(0.7–36.3)
(43.1–76.5)
(19–53.5)
(2.4–37.1)

44.4
8.0
5
2.7
40.1
20
10.5

(29.9–60.1)
(2.4–23.2)
(0.8–24.3)
(0.4–17.2)
(26.3–55.9)
(17–41)
(4–24.8)

48
32

60.0
40.0

50.5
49.5

(34.8–66.2)
(33.9–65.2)

68.0
32.0

(52.4–80.3)
(19.7–47.6)

57.0
15.0
8.0

71.3
18.8
10

71.1
17.3
11.5

(54.0–83.7)
(7.7–34.4)
(4.4–27.0)

71.3
20.6
8.1

(55.5–83.2)
(10.6–36.0)
(2.7–22.0)

18
43

22.5
53.8

28.4
39.0

(16.2–44.9)
(24.7–55.4)

17.7
67.0

(8.7–32.6)
(51.3–79.7)

M: median; IQR: interquartile range; 95% CI: 95% confidence interval.

regressions were used to evaluate the associations between
seizures and toxidromes, symptoms, and treatments.
Unadjusted relationships between variables are presented as
odds ratios (ORs) with corresponding 95% CI. Across the data
set, 6.01% of data points were missing and the pattern of missingness was consistent with missing completely at random
mechanisms (p > .9). Missing data were imputed using fully
conditional specification, an iterative method that relies on
Markov Chain Monte Carlo procedures. Analyses were conducted using SPSS v24 (IBM; Armonk, NY, USA).

Results
There were 33,393 cases reported in the ToxIC registry
between 01/01/2014 and 12/31/2017 [36,38,39]. During this
time period there were 85 cases of single-agent exposure to
tramadol. As was observed in the National Poison Data
System (NPDS) data [11,12], there was an increase in tramadol related cases in the ToxIC registry with no cases in 2014,
2.6 cases per 1000 in 2015 and 2016 and 5.2 cases per 1000
in 2017. Of the 85 patients with single ingestion tramadol
poisonings, 80 were classified as having reactions that were
“likely” caused by tramadol exposure, and five were excluded
as their signs and symptoms were not thought to be due to
their toxicologic exposure by the evaluating Medical
Toxicologist. All exposures were by means of ingestion. The
subjects were composed of 60% males. The median age was
26 years (IQR: 17–49 years). About 50% of the sample population was white and 22% were Asian (Table 1). There were
2.4 times as many subjects who abused or misused tramadol
than those who took the medication in a suicide attempt. In
total, 42 (52.5%) of the patients developed seizures.
Patient gender, chronicity of ingestion, and suicidal intent
did not significantly differ between patients who had seizures and those who did not. The v2 evaluating the association between seizures and race was significant (p ¼ .02). A
binary logistic regression with race as the predictor (dummycoded with “White” as the referent category) and seizure as
the outcome revealed that Asian patients were more likely to
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Table 2. Characteristics of patients who did and did not experience a seizure.
Characteristic
Toxidromes
Serotonin syndrome
Toxidrome–opioid
Symptoms
CNS depression
Respiratory depression
Agitation
Myoclonus
Treatments
Naloxone
Benzodiazepines

n

Total
%

%

No seizure
95% CI

%

Seizure
95% CI

Odds ratioa

95% CI

9
13

11.3
16.3

13.2
29.0

(5.6–28.0)
(16.8–45.2)

7.2
4.8

(2.3–20.0)
(1.2–17.2)

0.51
0.12

(0.11–2.3)
(0.03–0.60)

21
9
9
10

26.3
11.3
11.3
12.5

38.4
13.2
18.4
23.7

(24.3–54.7)
(5.6–28.0)
(9.0–33.9)
(12.8–39.7)

15.3
8.9
2.4
3.2

(7.1–29.9)
(3.0–24.0)
(0.3–15.1)
(0.5–18.8)

0.29
0.65
0.11
0.11

(0.10–0.87)
(0.15–2.88)
(0.01–0.93)
(0.01–0.85)

11
25

13.8
31.3

20.5
18.4

(10.3–36.6)
(9.0–33.9)

7.2
41.6

(2.3–20.0)
(27.7–57.0)

0.30
3.16

(0.07–1.25)
(1.13–8.83)

a
Unadjusted odds ratio.
95% CI: 95% confidence interval.

suffer from a seizure (OR ¼ 7.2, 95% CI: 1.9–27.3, p ¼ .004).
Lastly, patients who had seizures were more likely to have
abused or misused tramadol. Initially, patients who had seizures were also found to be significantly younger than patients
who did not, however further exploration of the associations
between seizures, age, and race revealed that Asian patients
were, on average, younger than other patients (median age
for Asian patients ¼ 17; median age for other patients ¼ 41;
p < .001). This leaves open the possibility that confounding
accounts for at least some of the association between seizures, age, and race. Therefore, an additional logistic regression
including both race, age, gender, ethnicity, and toxidrome as
predictors was conducted. This regression revealed that Asian
patients were more likely to suffer from seizures (OR ¼ 5.2,
95% CI: 1.06–24.2, p ¼ .04) and that the opioid toxidrome is
associated with lower likelihood of seizures (OR ¼ 0.12, 95%
CI: 0.02–0.71, p ¼ .02); however, age was no longer associated
with seizures (OR ¼ 0.99, 95% CI: 0.97–1.03, p ¼ .77).
Approximately 11% of the subjects developed serotonin
syndrome; however, the association between the development of serotonin syndrome and the development of seizures was nonsignificant. CNS depression, agitation and
myoclonus were all associated with decreased odds of
having a seizure (Table 2). Sixteen percent of the subjects
exhibited an opioid toxidrome. These subjects were somewhat – though, non-significantly – more likely to be treated
with naloxone (OR 3.9, 95% CI 0.94–16.4) and were less likely
to develop seizures (OR 0.12, 95% CI 0.03–0.60). However,
the association between naloxone administration and seizures was nonsignificant (OR 0.30, 95% CI 0.07–1.25).

Discussion
In our sample, 52.5% of patients developed seizures. This is
higher than previously reported by Eizadi-Mood [20], Ryan
[40], and Almalki [41] who found rates of seizures of 12.5%
in tramadol poisoned patients admitted to an inpatient unit,
10% in patients poisoned with at least 400 mg and admitted
to an inpatient unit, and 9% using the National Poison Data
System, respectively. This greater rate of seizures may be
due to the fact that the subjects reported to the ToxIC registry had potentially a more severe illness because they
required emergency department evaluation or admission and
bedside evaluation by a medical toxicologist. On the other

hand, NPDS data includes subjects who may or may not
have actually been poisoned and may not have even been
evaluated at a medical treatment facility. Additionally, the
number of patients who abuse or misuse tramadol may
account for this large discrepancy in reported percentage of
seizures. These other studies did not list the reason for ingestion, while we found 54% abused or misused tramadol. From
our own data, there is a higher risk of seizures from abuse
and misuse, potentially due to a more chronic ingestion,
rather than an acute single overdose.
We found that Asian patients were more likely to develop
seizures, which has not been previously reported. We hypothesize this may be due to altered CYP2D6 metabolism. The frequency of the reduced function allele CYP2D610 is elevated in
Asian populations and may be present in 40%–50% of individuals [42–44]. This allele causes slower drug metabolism [42], has
been associated with prolonged mean serum half-life of tramadol in homozygous individuals compared with normal or heterozygous subjects [45], and is correlated with increased doses
of tramadol for post-surgical pain control [43]. The parent compound is known to cause serotonin and norepinephrine
reuptake inhibition [13]; its prolonged presence may in part
explain the increased seizure frequency in this population due
to increase risk from serotonergic toxicity.
Some research suggests that age is an important risk factor for developing seizures. Seizures occur most often in
adults aged 25 with a range of 25–44 years [10]. Eizadi-Mood
[20] found that there was an increased risk of seizures as a
patient’s age increased following tramadol ingestion, with an
odds ratio of 2.09. However, this was not replicated in the
present sample. The unadjusted comparison suggested that
younger patients were more likely to develop seizures; however, this appears to be attributable to confounding with
patient race. When adjusted for race, the association
between age and seizures was no longer significant.
The association between the diagnosis of serotonin syndrome and seizures was non-significant. In prior studies, seizures occurred at a higher rate in co-ingestions with other
serotonergic agents, likely reflecting a synergistic effect with
the serotoninergic activity of tramadol [10,46]. It is unknown if
these subjects are more likely to be treated with benzodiazepines, the mainstay of treatment for serotonin syndrome,
thereby preventing the development of seizures, additionally
it is possible that the patients were misdiagnosed with
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serotonin syndrome, although, as they were all evaluated at
bedside by a medical toxicologist, this possibility is less likely.
Patients acutely intoxicated with tramadol may present
with an opioid toxidrome, and therefore might be empirically
treated with naloxone, a l-receptor antagonist [47]. Prior
studies performed in animal models and in Middle Eastern
countries, where tramadol use and abuse are high, have
shown that naloxone may decrease the incidence, duration,
and severity of seizures associated with tramadol overdose
[20,30–33]. In particular, Eizadi-Mood [20] reported that of
the 140 tramadol poisoned patients admitted to the Clinical
Toxicology Department of Isfahan University, only 5% of
patients developed seizures when naloxone was administered, compared with 14% who developed seizures when
naloxone was not administered.
The attenuated risk of seizure following naloxone administration has been hypothesized to be related to the opioiddependent GABA inhibitory pathway [48], where opioids
inhibit GABAergic inhibitory postsynaptic currents [49].
However, in direct contradiction to this hypothesis, one murine study demonstrated that naloxone administration potentiated seizures at high tramadol doses [35] and a rat study
showed a significantly increased rate (p < .01) and prolonged
duration of tramadol induced seizures [34]. This potentiation
of seizure activity has been proposed to be from direct naloxone antagonism of the GABAA receptor [50–52]. In the present
study we were unable to demonstrate that the rates of seizure
generation significantly decreased in association with naloxone administration. We did detect a non-significant decrease
in seizure activity when naloxone was administered, which
may have become significant with a larger sample size.
Further studies are needed to further elucidate whether there
is in fact a decreased risk of seizures following naloxone
administration, which is a safe and relatively inexpensive
means to prevent adverse events after tramadol poisoning.

serotonin syndrome occur more commonly with concomitant
exposure to serotonergic agents [10,46] and CYP2D6 inhibitors [53]. It is possible that the effect of naloxone is muted
or potentiated by the addition of these agents. Despite the
exclusion of co-ingestions, this study population experienced
a higher incidence of seizures than has been previously
reported following tramadol overdose. This may reflect a
recruitment bias, as all subjects were sick enough to warrant
a bedside consultation by a medical toxicologist. Lastly, this
data set relies on voluntary entry by medical toxicologists
and medical toxicology residents in-training. Given that less
ill patients may have been entered at a lower rate than
sicker patients, it is possible that the data set is incomplete
and is skewed toward a severely ill patient population.

Conclusions
This study found significant increase in seizure activity in
patients of Asian race who used tramadol as well as in
patients who abused or misused tramadol. There was no association found between the diagnosis of serotonin syndrome
or the use of naloxone and the development of seizures.
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Limitations
The limitations of this study are that it is a post-hoc analysis
of previously prospectively collected data and the limited
number and breadth of variables recorded in the registry.
We were unable to determine, for example, if subjects had a
history of seizure disorders, the time of seizure onset, how
long after tramadol ingestion the naloxone was administered, the dose and route of naloxone administration, and its
temporal relationship to seizures. Additionally, while the tramadol dose can be recorded, it was missing for nearly all of
the entries thereby limiting analysis.
Similarly, the present study also included a small sample
size. This limited the extent to which multivariate analyses
could be conducted thereby allowing for the possibility that
some of the associations were due to confounding. For
example, the association between age and seizures in the
present sample appears to be the result of confounding with
race. Future work will need to control for other possible confounding variables.
We limited our inclusion criteria to those individuals with
single-agent tramadol exposures, however both seizures and
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